At long last, SGA officers elected

by Brian Douglas

The campaign is over, the votes are in and counted, and the results are in. By the time you read this, Karyn Sirour has been elected the first president of the Missouri Student Government at the University of Missouri-St. Louis.

Sirour is a junior at UMSL and directed by Ellory Glenn to vice president and Systemwide Senator in the campaign. The first time together as a slate under the same "student for Leadership, Involvement, and Change" and will begin their term today.

"This is great," said Sirour. "I feel like this is a real opportunity for me. I think three of us together can make more difference around here."

Differences were a key component in Sirour's platter, like some came on top of the jungles being bred in our own government at UMSL.

Sirour polled in 182 votes with his current competitor, Julie Clifford, taking 145. Glenn received 213 votes to receive her seat of honor. Glenn, who was unopposed, currently holds the Comptroller position, tallied 412 votes.

Sirour said his first priority as president include the entire ongoing problem of the SGA constitution, a point which he described as "skep" and not just for fun.

sga school's council's sentiments.

The constitution "is high on all of our minds. It's something we want to get out of the way," said Sirour.

Glenn school council's sentiments.

"The constitution is high on all of our minds. It's something we want to get out of the way," said Sirour.

glenn said he wanted to arrange a meeting with the author of the constitution "the best way to clear up all the remaining things that she was to make but.

One of these changes, the question of allowing student organizations to send representatives to SGA meetings was addressed by Sirour.

"I think it's very important in our part to say we want one person and only that person to have time and attention and final say for any organization when they do so in terms of meetings."

Meeting attendees have been a problem for SGA in the past, making it difficult to obtain reps who could allow the Assembly to conduct business.

Glenn said he had a number of ideas on how the SGA meetings might be improved, including streamlining the meetings to make sure they were less time-consuming and more productive, as well as the possibility of using videoconferencing software to allow "virtual" attendance of members.

Jim Murphy, a staff association volunteer, organizes ballots during the election this past Wed. in the atrium at Benton Hall.

Billingsly stresses education issue during UMSL visit

by Brian Douglas

Z. Dwight Billingsly, Republican candidate for Congress in the 5th District, outlined his plan to challenge Clay Aiken to steal a small attendance last Wednesday.

Billingsly recognized that the 1st Congressional District had a long history of Republican dominance, but said that his campaign was "because it focuses on issues that mean things across party lines, across issues, across people, across education, across everything." He said he had found school choice through the implementation of a voucher system that would help parents choose their children's education for schools and form the public school system. The voucher system would give "us" the federal funds to appeal to audiences with more unique features of the public school system." He said he had a number of the most unique features of the public school system.

"They know they can't keep their jobs," said Billingsly. "They don't have their children in those schools."

Billingsly proposes allowing parents the option of taking the $5000 currently spent on each student in the classroom. The student would "be a voucher at the school. The school would have to put the public schools out of business."

The system was first piloted in 1999, and since then the student child took the voucher, the school system would have to put $5000 million a year -- without any students.

"I think the problem is that if you have a public school to go to better, you're going to have more competition."

By Steve Valko

The Current staff

When the school year began, UMSL students saw a big change. Out of the main trend of the Thesan Jefferson Library was converted into a computer lab with the majority of the Library, dubbed the Library Renaissance Commons. At the beginning of June, the Commons was opened for the academic year.

The idea of the ground about a year ago will be keeping from people like the Office of Academic Affairs, the Director of Libraries, Library Sciences, the Assistant Chairs for the Technology and William, and the University Archives, Compton, and the University Commons. At the beginning of June, the Commons was opened for the academic year.

The idea has been kicked around for a rather long time now," said the Commission. "[The Commission] were getting suggestions for Renovations last month while the [Information Technology and Library] were looking into the library database."

Billingsly, a member of the Research Commission, outlined a number of computerized organizational concepts the second floor of the 15 Library beside the Mercantile Library. There was a problem, though. Their [UMSL] didn't have very good computer programs like the computer

By the way, the Library Commons has the C..." Dumas said.

Dumas thought about the Library Commons. At the beginning of 1999, the Library Commons was created. The preliminary design of the Library Commons was in June, and the library was finished by June. The electrical wiring was then put in place. The commons was put in August, a little too close for comfort.

"The computer came a little later than we expected," said Dumas. "We didn't have as much time as we thought to look for them up. It just got done in time for the start of the school year."

The Library Commons is a computer, one smoker and three printers with one color being a printer. Each computer has a 1.6 GHz processor, 128 MB of RAM, a 2.8 GB hard drive, a 128 MB video card, and a color monitor. One of the more unique features of the commons is the ability to zoom in, while reading, or easily export the machine. The machine is faster, so any information that comes on a graphical form," said Dumas. "The Library Commons is the C..."

The Library Commons has the..." Dumas said. Dumas thought about the Library Commons was the C..."

Commons provides helpful research staff, technology

by Brian Douglas
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Bulletin Board

Monday, Oct. 2

"The Art of the Book - A Discussion of the Fall Exhibition," presented by John Neoer, director of the St. Louis Mercantile Library, and Martin Ariss, assistant professor of art and art history, will take place at 12:15 p.m. in Room 129 of the J. C. Penney Building. Call 369-3459 for details.

Tuesday, Oct. 3

• "Sports Pump Rack Contest begins at 1 p.m. and will run until 4 p.m. at the Mark Twain Rec Sports Field. There will be men’s and women’s divisions. T-shirts will be given for the best scores in each foot- ball skills event as well as overall total scores. No advance registration is necessary.

• Catholic Mass will be held at the Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at St. Louis Natural Bridge Road located across from the West Drive entrance to north Campus. For more information call 385-4456.

Wednesday, Oct. 4

• Campus Crusade for Christ will hold their weekly Metro meeting so that students can come together for worship, teaching and fellowship. The meeting will run from 8 to 9:15 p.m. at Covenant Seminary. If you need direction to Covenant, check their website for more information at www.cccoclass.org or call Julie at 4891.

• Sign-Up Deadline for Shuffleboard Tournaments: The tourney will be held Tuesday night, Oct. 10, from 8 to 9:30 p.m. in the Rec Office, Room 203 Mark Twain.

• Submitted nominations qualify to be honored by this prestigious national collegiate tradition.

• Have an above average academic standing
• Have made contributions in academic and extracurricular activities
• Show potential for future achievement

UPDATE: The stolen vehicle was recovered by Wellston Police at 9 a.m. a suspect was seen trying to steal a front-end box car cover from a vehicle parked at the University Apartments complex on the South Campus. The suspect ran from the scene.

A person reported that his wallet was stolen from his book bag on Sept. 21 between 1 and 6 p.m. The book bag had been left in the first floor hallway of the Fine Arts Building.

American Universities & Colleges

an annual honors program recognizing our nation’s leading college students

Nominations are currently being accepted for students who will be included in the 2000 Who’s Who among Students in American Universities and Colleges directory. If you are a student with a record of outstanding academic and extracurricular achievement, you may qualify to be honored by this prestigious national collegiate tradition.

To be considered, nominees must meet the following criteria:
• Be a senior or a graduate student
• Have an above average academic standing
• Have a leadership role in academic and extracurricular activities
• Have demonstrated leadership, citizenship and service to the school and the community
• Show potential for future achievement

Students may nominate themselves or each other by:
1. Picking up a nomination form at a dean’s office or at 267 University Center
2. Completing the form
3. Returning the form by Friday, October 20, 2000 to the dean’s office of the school or college in which you are enrolled.

Nominations submitted after this date will not be accepted!

If you have any questions please contact the Office of Student Activities at 518-2291.
**United Way drive gives chance to donate**

By Jennifer Dero

Special to The Current

Failing sleep early in "Sleeping Beauty"? Dozing off at night? Do you feel tired even after getting eight or more hours of sleep? If you have trouble sleeping, "Sleep Time" may be the answer for you.

"Sleep Time" is a soothing music CD that helps you relax and get a good night's sleep.

If you're tired of tossing and turning, "Sleep Time" may be the answer for you.

"Sleep Time" is a soothing music CD that helps you relax and get a good night's sleep.

For those who can't sleep, "Sleep Time" may be the answer for you.

"Sleep Time" is a soothing music CD that helps you relax and get a good night's sleep.

Benefits include job experience, travel, local entertainment opportunities, and food and drink from local restaurants and bars.

If you need to help someone in need, "Sleep Time" may be the answer for you.

"Sleep Time" is a soothing music CD that helps you relax and get a good night's sleep.

The words "Sleep Time" appear on the top of the page in white letters. Below the title, there is a black and white photograph of a woman lying in bed with a book titled "Sleep Time" on her bedside table.

*Photo courtesy of Superstock.*
Time to stop dragging UMSL through the mud

The Issue:

Last year, the fascists that played the SGA tarnished the reputation of UMSL, students and alumni. Now, some students have tried to make UMSL look more ridiculous by filing grievances and lawsuits over petty things.

We suggest:

It’s time for these students to start acting their ages. If you have a problem, you should go to the source, not a judge or a student court.

So what do you think?

Write a letter to the editor about this issue or anything else on your mind.

If you have a problem, go to the source, not a judge or a student court.

It’s time we stopped building the SGA Instead of being divisive.

Letters

The SGA…

sga we can no longer support

and UTCCC are looking for a way to improve the SGA.

The SGA should be held accountable for its actions.

The SGA’s actions and inaction have been a source of frustration for many students.

The SGA’s actions have had a negative impact on the university’s reputation.

The SGA’s actions have affected the quality of life for students.

The SGA’s actions have contributed to a decrease in student satisfaction.

The SGA’s actions have resulted in a loss of trust among students.

The SGA’s actions have been detrimental to the university’s image.

The SGA’s actions have been detrimental to the university’s finances.

The SGA’s actions have been detrimental to the university’s reputation.

The SGA’s actions have been detrimental to the university’s image and reputation.

The SGA’s actions have been detrimental to the university’s reputation and image.

The SGA’s actions have been detrimental to the university’s image and reputation.
The Riverwomen's soccer squad played a solid first half, but allowed four goals in the second half against Wisconsin Parkside on Saturday. As a result, the team fell to 7-7 on the season, with a 2-2 record in the Great Lakes Valley Conference.

The Riverwomen played a great first half and were up 1-0 against the visiting Parkside Penguins. However, in the second half, the Penguins scored four goals and won the game 4-1. The Riverwomen managed to score only one goal in the second half, which they made in the 84th minute.

Coach Hogan was disappointed with the second half performance and said, "Inexperience hurts you. When you're getting into a ring with a team where they have more experience, you're going to have to put the ball in the net more and get it at your feet, and we didn't do that. We need to start thinking that if we're going to put something on goal, we have to put it in the net."

One of the goals scored by the Penguins in the second half was an own goal, which happened after a Riverwomen defender fell on the ball and failed to clear it. The captain of the Penguins, junior Adam Bamstead, scored this goal from the penalty area.

The Riverwomen were leading 1-0 at half-time, but the Penguins' defense held firm for the remainder of the game. The match was played in front of a record crowd of fans, who showed their support for the home team.

The team's next game is on Wednesday against the University of Wisconsin-Platteville, and they will need to bounce back from this loss to remain competitive in the conference.

R-Women back in top eight

By Nick Bowman

The Riverwomen's volleyball team has returned to the top eight in the region, according to the latest NCAA Division III volleyball poll released by the American Volleyball Coaches Association (AVCA). The team, which is currently ranked 10th in the region, jumped three spots to eighth place in the poll after defeating Wisconsin Parkside last weekend.

The Riverwomen won the match 3-0, with set scores of 25-18, 25-12, and 25-19. The team's victory against Parkside helped them to improve their overall record to 11-3 and solidify their position in the NCAA Division III volleyball rankings.

The AVCA poll is released weekly and is based on a combination of factors, including the team's overall record, conference standing, and performance in previous matches.

The Riverwomen will host a conference game this weekend against the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, who are currently ranked 27th in the region. The game is scheduled for Friday at 7 p.m. at the SRC.

Gretchen Duffer and Melissa Frost deflect a spike of a recent Volleyball Game. The Riverwomen won two out of three sets against their opponents.

Operator slip brings Noftsger to campus

By Nick Bowman

Dave Bowman, staff writer
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**Train trip becomes service nightmare**

**Director talks about St. Louis, 'Girlfight'**

**Girls' night packs emotional punch**

**Train trip becomes service nightmare**

**Train trip becomes service nightmare**
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Hamlet

Friday, October 27 at 8:00 a.m.
JC Penney Auditorium

Sponsored by University Program Board and Student Activities
Tthe Cold War is now over. It has been for nearly a decade. The United States and its European allies have engaged in serious diplomatic efforts and have negotiated an array of arms control agreements. While the Cold War has ended, questions about the future of international relations and the shape of the world order remain. In this final issue of The Current, we focus on the subject of abortion legislation with an offer to make a woman's bill of rights part of the deal. It just might be worth listening to. It would certainly be worth trying.
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Call 2 Current at 516-5156 to get a complimentary advance screening pass to: Meet the Parents

No purchase necessary while supplies last. Participating sponsors are: Event Cinemas

We are the first to offer college students to get business experience. Please send resume to:

HR Manager
ALCO Controls
Emerson Electric Company
1210 Pearl St.
St. Louis, MO 63141
Fax: (314) 569-4593
Email: brtalbr@emerson.com
Check out our website at: www.emoemerson.com

Equal Opportunity Employer MA/FW

INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT COORDINATOR
20 Hours Per Week

Alan Casto Controls Division of EMERSON Electric Company, a Fortune 100 Company and a recognized leader in the manufacturing of refrigeration service station and energy management, is seeking an internationally experienced, bilingual coordinators to coordinate all export air shipments out of the St. Louis plant. Coordination includes freight forwarding, documentation, air transport, customs declarations and other duties as assigned. 

You will need a H.S. diploma, some college, typing skills and knowledge of international freight forwarding. This position is fast paced and requires dealing with last minute shipping deadlines. We offer a $15-$35,000 base plus commission. Please send resumes to: Alan Caso Controls, 4311 Indiana Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63110.

West Port Plaza
1 270 & Page

Both locations have part-time positions available now that can be structured around a student’s class schedule. These positions generally involve general store duties, such as: checkout, loss prevention, stock, cleaning, and so on. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Interested parties should apply in person M-F 2-4 p.m. You may also find us at getjedco.com. No telephone calls please.
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Thursday, the hours will be extended, the Bookstore will also remain open longer for Evening sale. More computer software will be available. The new facility also has much better ways to merchandise and display pencils, pens, notebooks, and computer supplies, "The student usage of the Center has been overwhelming, it may be expanded with another 20 computers to accommodate the traffic. "The computer area is really beginning to get crowded," said student Amy Goff. "I think it's a good feature, especially with the quiet atmosphere."

The library Research Centers is open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, and 1 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday.

The people at the Bookstore are convinced that it is money well spent. "We really looking for virtual reality. Soon, we will have students be troubled by noises when they are trying to take a hearing test," said Glenn. "It's a real fixer," added Connor. "We have student usage of the Center than they had before, and student organizations will have more space available to them.

"The new SGA meeting room is one of the best. They have full audiovisual with virtual reality. Now, we'll be able to conduct hearings," Glenn said. "Going is a must," said one of their members.

Connor even said that he was looking forward to moving into the Millennium Student Center. SGA is also looking forward to moving into the Millennium Student. SGA are currently in the process of expanding. "One space is configured much better," said Nancy Magnuson, director of University Health Services. "For instance, the waiting area is larger and is shared with Disability Services and the Women's Center. I am really excited about the fact that we are going to have a green auditory room which will, of course, be sound proof."

"There are numerous write-ins for candidates for representatives. Information printed by the Office of Student Affairs."

ELECTIONS, from page 1

One floor computer area, the student's main audiology room which will, of course, be sound proof. No longer will students be bothered by noises and recognized that this would have to be addressed first, but said he felt the problem could be worked on in committee.

Connor said that he high lighted during his campaign, Connor spoke about the importance of working with the administration and not against them. "We have been talking to the administrator and they are willing to reach out to us now. No more of this is said," Connor said. The words of Joanie Rothe, interim director of Student Activities, were to confirm that spirit of cooperation. "I'm really excited to work hand in hand with them and with the administration," Rothe said.

Connor, speaking about the election, said he would endeavor to live up to the charge that students gave him by seeking him to office. "I was surprised and pleased that the students had the confidence in me that I could do this job," Glenn said. "It's a real fixer." In addition to expanding the SGA, Glenn said one of his goals was to get library hours extended. He said he was pleased with the staffing problems the libraries had been having and recognized that this would have to be addressed first, but said he felt the problem could be worked on in committee.

One thing that is different about this election is that students will vote for the president, vice-president, or get other simpler procedures taken care of. An official grand opening is tentatively scheduled for Nov. 28, Glenn said, with the whole month being designated "Grand Opening Month." He said there will be free drinks every day including T.G.I. Friday's, sculptures, and more.

Kuo also thanked the people in the work to correctly add an outdoor area, with a meaning pond and landscap ing with trees.
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One thing that is different about this election is that students will vote for the president, vice-president, or get other simpler procedures taken care of. An official grand opening is tentatively scheduled for Nov. 28, Glenn said, with the whole month being designated "Grand Opening Month." He said there will be free drinks every day including T.G.I. Friday's, sculptures, and more.

Kuo also thanked the people in the work to correctly add an outdoor area, with a meaning pond and landscap ing with trees.